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Abstract— Precise timing constraint modeling and analysis is a key point for the correct development of automotive electronics. EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR has been adopted as standards in automotive industry. These standards have recently adopted TADL (Time Augmented Description Language), a timing model for expressing timing constraints. Its current use highlighted different issues, mainly concerning the integration of parameterized multi rate and multi-clock systems. This paper presents new extensions, aligned on AUTOSAR and EAST-ADL, to solve these issues: a support for symbolic timing expression including multi time base description and complex timing constraints. These extensions are applicable at different abstraction levels during design and enable precise modeling of the multi clock characteristics of distributed systems together with parameterized timing expressions. This work has been conducted in the ITEA TIMMO-2-USE project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complexity and number of embedded software functionalities in automotive systems are drastically increasing over the years. In a vehicle, these functions are generally allocated into multiple Electronic Control Units (ECU) interconnected with CAN [1] or Flexray [2]. Some of these functions such as adaptive cruise control (ACC), Anti Blocking System (ABS) or Ignition Control System (ICS) are time critical and must be safe, i.e. their timing constraints must be fulfilled and the overall behavior of the system have to be proven to be correct.

For the last 10 years, the automotive industry has fully invested in the AUTOSAR standard [3] and EAST-ADL [4] as supports for the development of such embedded systems. These standards provide supports for a multi level development process based on different abstraction levels allowing a separation of concerns between hardware and software parts. Additionally, it helps abstracting the hardware by making intensive use of common interfaces for buses, operating systems and reusable components.

Both the new releases of AUTOSAR (V4) [5] and EAST-ADL (V2) [6] have adopted the timing model proposed in the Timing Architecture Description Language (TADL) [7]. TADL allows the specification of timing requirements on top of AUTOSAR and EAST_ADL models by defining classical timing characteristics of systems (duration, period, synchronization, etc.). However, TADL still lacks expressivity and is not able to capture important timing aspects such as:

- The integration of complex concepts of distributed systems such as multi rate and multi clock systems (a car software being distributed on different ECUs).
- The modeling of symbolic timing expressions, i.e. able to deal with bounded or unset parameters.
- The modeling of constraints that bridge the gap between hardware and software parts of a system.

Supporting these new features in EAST_ADLP2 and AUTOSAR is a key point to enable the effective use of analysis tools all along the development process (i.e. from requirements to implementation). This is the main issue we want to cope with in the ITEA TIMMO-2-USE project in order to make automotive standards usable and effective. Consequently, we propose to extend TADL with an explicit notion of time base, and to represent the various temporal referentials used in an automotive design (clocks from different ECUs, motor position, etc). Of course the creation of relations between such referentials is also a part of the extensions. Additionally, all timing expressions are augmented with parameters, which can be free at the highest abstraction level and then progressively defined during the design refinement. As a result, a symbolic timing expression in TADL2 is possibly made of a suitable set of arithmetic operators mixing symbolic identifiers (not necessarily set variables) and referring to different time bases. One typical use of this feature is to capture unknown configuration parameters; another one is to relate constraints in different time-bases to each other. Inherent to this work is also the study of the allowable ranges for symbolic values that are dictated by a set of constraints. TADL2 proposes an
alignment of these concepts on the current version of EAST-ADL2 and AUTOSAR.

The paper is organized as follows: section II presents a “Brake-By-Wire” system and its timing expressions to illustrate the needs in such domain. Section III gives our motivation for the new concepts in TADL2 w.r.t. the related existing approaches. Section IV is dedicated to the presentation of TADL2. We present the metamodel for symbolic and multi time base timing expressions with the associated concrete syntax. In Section V, we explain the TADL2 modeling environment. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. EXAMPLE OF A BRAKE-BY-WIRE APPLICATION

A distributed brake-by-wire application with anti-lock braking functionality illustrates our approach. The brake-by-wire application is one of the validator proposed by Volvo Technology in the TIMMO-2-USE project [8].

The structural decomposition of the braking functionality is showed in Figure 1. The BBW is composed of two main functions. First a brake controller reads wheel speed sensors and a brake pedal sensor. The brake controller computes the desired brake torque to be applied to the wheels. In addition to this basic brake controller functionality, a second function ABS (Anti blocking System) adapts the brake force on each wheel if the speed of one wheel is significantly smaller than the estimated vehicle speed. In this case, the brake force is reduced on that wheel until it regains speed that is comparable with the estimated vehicle speed. The ABS takes as inputs the sensors values on each wheel and the estimated vehicle speed.

Figure 1 gives examples of timing constraints (TC) applied to this functional description:

TC.1: A Delay constraint $X_{VL}$ is bounded with a minimum value of 180ms and a maximum value of 200ms. This delay is measured from brake pedal stimulus to brakes response. Here, activation of the brake pedal sensor is the stimulus and brake actuation is the response.

TC.2: A Periodic acquisition of wheel sensors must be done with a Repetition constraint of 10 ms.

TC.3: The tolerated maximum Synchronization constraint between first and last wheel brake actuation is 5 ms.

TC.4: The Delay constraint applied on sensor acquisitions and brake controller is a percentage of the initial time budget $X_{VL}$.

In the design process based on EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR, the functional description is refined while passing different development levels. Figure 2 shows a complete view of BBW timing constraints that follows the functional decomposition through the levels.
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At the vehicle level, a timing constraint is assigned by the car maker to the different suppliers. The timing budget is $X_{VL}$ ms at the vehicle level. An interval value of [180ms-200ms] is assigned to $X_{VL}$.

At the analysis level, this time budget is shared by sub-functions. Timing constraints are refined and associated with two main functions that cover sensors acquisition, brake controller, ABS and Brake Actuation components. This is called time segments and in this case time segment constraints are expressed as percentages of $X_{VL}$. We should be able to refer to a variable in the model and integrates this variable into a timing expression.

As $X_{VL}$ is an interval, an additional timing constraint at the analysis level states that the sum of time segments should be less than $X_{VL}$.

A first analysis of these timing constraints induces requirements to be fulfilled by a time modeling language:
Req.1: Timing language should cover the expression of duration delay, periodic execution, and synchronization interval.

Req.2: Timing language should express timing constraints made of a suitable set of arithmetic operators mixing constant value and symbolic identifiers.

Req.3: Timing constraints should refer to different timebases. Timebase should be of different types (i.e. measuring time, angle, distance or logical).

Time bases can be related to each other by either constant values or dynamic relations (example dependency between °CRK and engine round per minute speed). Expressing relationship between timebases is mandatory for building a global perception of time and ensuring a time safe cooperation over the platform. Req.4 expresses this need:

Req.4: Timebases should be related to each other by either constant values or dynamic relations which allows a global understanding of the timing behavior of a system.

III. Motivation & Related Work

Capturing behavioral and structural requirements at the early stage of a design becomes a mandatory requirement of modern process design flow for real-time embedded systems. Several projects such as ATTEST2 [3],AADLOSATE [9], AUTOSAR [3] or even SysML [10] have produced significant results for the development of sophisticated safety critical systems by providing environments that allow the development process to start with high level modeling. These models focus on the system parts that are relevant for analysis while abstracting away the irrelevant details. In this context, extra-functional properties are more and more important at the model level. In the previous section we highlighted the need for a multi clock and parameterized temporal specification.

Many approaches use specific temporal annotations on a model to add the information required by scheduling analysis tools [11] [12] [13] [14]. These approaches provide temporal analysis on models but they are not abstract enough. They consider that all value are already fixed and known (i.e. they are suitable only to the very last steps of the development process) Therefore, they are not suitable for high level modeling and analysis of "distributed systems". These aspects have been highlighted in section II as mandatory in the automotive domain where several Electronic Control Units (ECU) communicate through buses.

The description of the temporal properties should allow the description of the possible loosely synchronizations to be amenable to correct analysis. In addition, automotive systems control physical parts such as an engine. Some temporal properties refer to these physical parts such as the position of the camshaft (see Req.3 in section II).

The TIMMO-2-USE [8] project aims at overcoming these issues. The project proposes the Timing Augmented Description Language (TADL [15]) aligned on AUTOSAR to model temporal properties at the analysis and design phases of a development process. In TIMMO-2-USE project, a methodology to explore the timing features for a progressive and step by step system description has been proposed. Simulation tools [16] [17], connected to a TADL description, provide end-to-end delay scenario and deliver time stamps of tasks and functions calls. Figure 4 shows a partial view of the AUTOSAR metamodel. It provides the
**TimingConstraint** modeling element with lower/upper values expressed by the TimeDuration element where the value property is a constant. Additionally, it gives the possibility to select among different units and unit types. References to these units are selected in a hard coded enumeration (cseCodeType) that contains two implicit timebases from two physical dimensions: the chronometric time and the angular degree. It cannot be extended by the system/software architect without modifying the metamodel (i.e. the concepts of the tool itself). While these features greatly improved the modeling of automotive systems, many issues have still to be solved:

- **AUTOSAR TimingConstraint** is able to express totally defined requirements on a unique and implicit timebase. Timing constraints cannot be parameterized so that they can only be specified later in the development process. They are not amenable to cover complex arithmetic timing expressions as expected in Req.2.

- **EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR** have only two implicit timebases from two dimensions and cannot express any other timebases (distance, temperature, etc.). Consequently, they cover partially the needs expressed in Req.3.

- **AUTOSAR** allows modeling units of different nature (ms, s, °, etc.) by using the cseCode property. The relation between these units is a multiplication factor (cseCodeFactor) that should be expressed for each TimeDuration expression. The needs expressed in Req.3 and Req.4 for an explicit modeling of timebases and expressing the relations between them are not met by the current standard.

Alternatively to the previous approaches, academic researches proposed the use of **multiform and logical time** to deal with the previously exposed problems. Logical time has proved its benefits in several domains. It was first introduced by Lamport to represent the execution of distributed systems [18]. It has then been extended and used in distributed systems to check the communication and causality path correctness [19]. Logical time has also been intensively used in synchronous languages [20] [21] for its multiform nature. The multiform nature of logical time consists in the ability to use any repetitive event as a reference for the other one (i.e. it is based on several time references). It is then possible to express temporal properties between various references. In the synchronous domain it has proved to be adaptable to any level of description, from very flexible causal time descriptions to very precise scheduling descriptions [22]. Additionally, it is important to notice that the notion of multiform logical time is often used in everyday life. For instance, consider the sentence: “To be a world champion, a runner has to run 1200 meters and finish his run before the World Wide Record of 3min and 26s. The finish event corresponds to a distance and is put in a relation with the notion of time. The same idea is stated in Req.3 and Req.4 in Section II.

**Figure 4. AUTOSAR Metamodel for Units**

Such model of time has been precisely defined in the UML MARTE TIME profile [23]. However, in the context of the TIMMO-2-USE project, two main issues have been highlighted by the industrial automotive partners. First, the MARTE TIME profile is not aligned with either EAST-ADL or AUTOSAR. Second, there is a gap between the modeling of temporal properties in MARTE [24][25] and the already existing TADL leading to real changes in the habits of automotive engineers. Our proposal is then to extend TADL, while keeping the alignment with EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR, to enable the description of temporal properties by exploiting multiform and logical time.

**IV. EXTENSION OF TADL2 WITH SYM**
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In this section we introduce the notion of timing specification. The goal of this specification is to provide Symbolic Timing Expression (STE). A STE is a way to specify parameterized expressions between different timebases as motivated in the previous sections. The description of the underlying concepts is done by describing the metamodel, splitted in several diagrams. The semantics of the concepts is given in natural language. In the metamodel, the TimeBase together with the Dimension, Unit and TimeBaseRelation address the requirements Req.3 & Req.4 and the multi timing aspect explained in Section II. The **TimingExpression** provides free variables, constants, values and operators to cover the need expressed in Req.2 for symbolic parameterized timing expressions.

In Section IV.A, we give the part of the TADL2 metamodel for multi time base extension. Section IV.B...
depicts the TADL2 extension in order to relate time bases to each other. In Section IV.C, we introduce the timing expressions in TADL2 which are symbolic timing expression, variable timing expression and value timing expression. Timing expressions are used by the timing constraints for EAST-ADL2 and AUTOSAR in order to express the duration such as maximum/minimum delay, period, jitter and tolerance duration. Section IV.D gives the alignment of TADL2 and AUTOSAR/EAST-ADL2 metamodels for the use of timing expressions in timing constraints.

A. A multi Time base extension for TADL2

Metamodel view

A TimingSpecification contains TimeBase which represents a discrete and totally ordered set of instants. An instant can be seen as an event occurrence called a "tick". It may represent any repetitive event in a system. Events may refer even to "classical" time dimension or to some evolution of a hardware part (rotation of crankshaft, distance …). The type of a TimeBase is a Dimension. The Dimension has a kind that represents the nature of the TimeBase. Of course, Time, Angle and Distance which are often used in the automotive domain are proposed. Additionally, Logical can be used to define a logical time reference. In particular, logical can be used to describe the units mentioned in the AUTOSAR metamodel (i.e. WhenFrameAvailable, AnalysisIfThereIsNewValue in Figure 4). Finally, other can be used for very specific applications.

Figure 5. Part of the TADL2 Metamodel for Time Base and Dimension

A Dimension defines the set of units that can be used to express duration measured on a given TimeBase. The Dimension can be seen as the type of a TimeBase. Each Unit relates to another unit to enable conversions. The factor, offset and the reference attributes in the Unit are used for such conversions. Only linear conversions between units of the same dimension are allowed. As a unit conversion example, the unit second = 1000 * millisecond so factor = 1000 and offset = 0.

Because a Timebase is a discrete set of instants, a discretization step is specified with the precisionFactor attribute which relies on a precisionUnit.

User view

We provide a textual concrete syntax for TADL2. Listing 1 shows a TADL2 TimingSpecification where two Dimensions are declared (angle and physicalTime). For each dimension, a list of units and attributes for their conversion expression are given.

```
1 TimingSpecification ts1 {  
2     Dimension angle {  
3         units {  
4             degree{factor 1.0 offset 0.0},  
5             revolution{factor 360.0 offset 0.0 reference degree}  
6         }  
7         kind Angle  
8     }  
9     Dimension physicalTime {  
10         units {  
11             micros{factor 1.0 offset 0.0},  
12             ms{factor 1000.0 offset 0.0 reference micros}  
13             second{factor 1000000.0 offset 0.0 reference micros}  
14         }  
15         kind Time  
16     }  
17     TimeBase crk_angle {  
18         dimension angle  
19         precisionUnit degree  
20     }  
21     TimeBase chrono_time {  
22         dimension physicalTime  
23         precisionUnit micros  
24     }  
25     TimeBase universal_time {  
26         dimension physicalTime  
27         precisionUnit micros  
28     }  
29     TimeBase ecu1 {  
30         dimension physicalTime  
31         precisionUnit micros  
32     }  
33 }
```

Listing 1. Example of Dimension and TimeBase

The angle dimension has two units named degree and revolution where 1 revolution unit is equal to 360 degree unit (see lines 5 and 6). There is also a conversion for
micros, millisecond (ms) and second in the physicalTime dimension (see lines 13 - 15).

Based on these dimension types, the TimingSpecification declares four Timebases. The crk_angle resp. chrono_time timebase is declared with a type angle resp. physicalTime (see lines 20 - 30).

The other two timebases are universal_time and ecu1 (see Section II). To avoid the duplication in Listing 1 we did not show timebase declarations for ecu2, ecu3, ecu4 and ecu5 (see ECUs in Figure 3). For all timebases, a precisionFactor and a precisionUnit are given. For the crk_angle timebase, the precision means that this timebase is able to specify value with a precision of 1 angle degree.

The Dimension declaration is easily extendable to add new units but some of them (time, angle) are frequently used in a system. The objective would be to develop once and for all the Dimension definition including the different units. This can be done through dedicated libraries.

B. TimeBase Relation in TADL2

In the previous section, we introduce a TimingSpecification with different timebases. As stated by Req.4 in section II, expressing relation between timebases is mandatory to build a global perception of time. AUTOSAR and EAST-ADL timing constraints can be synchronous (periodicity, etc.) or asynchronous (precedence, etc.). When these timing constraints refer to multiple TimeBases, it results in a partially ordered set of instants from these timebases and corresponds to the global temporal perception of system behavior.

Metamodel view

The TimeBaseRelation (see Figure 6) is used to give equivalence between different Timebases. More precisely, it specifies equality between a left and a right TimingExpression (see Section IV.C for the timing expression description).

The goal is to allow expressing the same constraint on different TimeBases, if the TimeBases are related to each other.

User view

Listing 2 shows the TimeBaseRelations for the BBW example. As stated in TC.5 in Section II, ecu5 has a drift of 0.02 millisecond for each second compared to the universal time. Also, the ecu5 TimeBase goes 2 times faster than TimeBases of ecu1 to 4 (see TC.6 in Section II).

```
1 TimingSpecification ts1 {  
2 3 TimeBaseRelation tbr1 {  
4    (1.0 degree on crk_angle) = (27.0 micros on chrono_time)  
5  }  
6 7 TimeBaseRelation tbr2 {  
8    (1.0 second on universal_time) = (1.00002 second on ecu5)  
9  }  
10 11 TimeBaseRelation tbr3 {  
12    (1.0 ms on ecu1) = (2.0 ms on ecu5)  
13  }  
14 15 }
```

Listing 2. Example of TimeBase Relation

The timing constraints TC.5 and TC.6 become the timebase relations tbr2 and tbr3 in Listing 2. To avoid the duplication, we did not show the timebase relations between ecu2&ecu5, ecu3&ecu5 and ecu4&ecu5. They are the same as the timebase relation tbr3.

In addition to timing constraints related to the BBW example, in Listing 2 we added a timebase relation between timebases of different dimensions. tbr1 states that 1 degree unit on crk_angle is equal to 27 micros unit on chrono_time (see lines 3-5).

C. Timing Expression in TADL2

The TimingExpression stands for all terms that denote time values in TADL2 and allows complex parameterized timing expression referring to multi timebases.

Metamodel view

There are three different timing expressions: ValueTimingExpression, VariableTimingExpression and SymbolicTimingExpression. Figure 7 shows the complete TADL2 metamodel including timing expression.

A ValueTimingExpression may have a unit and a time base as type. TADL2 is aimed to be a declarative language. Therefore, we have only free variables, constants and values. The VariableTimingExpression stands for free variables and constants. If a value is assigned to a variable, then the variable becomes a constant.

In SymbolicTimingExpression, the language integrates basic arithmetic and relation operators such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, greater than, and less than with associated timing values.
There are some implicit constraints in the TADL2 metamodel which are not shown in Figure 7. These constraints can be written in OCL form in order to check them in the metamodel. These constraints are in the following:

- The SymbolicTimingExpression cannot have both an Operator and a reference to the VariableTimingExpression (the association variable in Figure 7). It is not allowed to have an expression like \(((X + Y) < Z)\).
- The left hand side of the TimeBaseRelation cannot be a SymbolicTimingExpression with an Operator. It can only be a VariableTimingExpression or a ValueTimingExpression with a Unit and a TimeBase.
- The right hand side of the TimeBaseRelation cannot be a SymbolicTimingExpression with a relation operator such as Assignment and LessThan. In the right hand side, it is possible to have a SymbolicTimingExpression containing an arithmetic operator with value or variable timing expressions with the same Unit and TimeBases. For instances, the following time base relations are not allowed: \{((X + Y) = (5 ms on universal_time))\} and \{(1 degree on crk_angle) = (X < (5 ms on universal_time))\). On the other hand, it is possible to have a time base relation like in the following: \{(1 degree on crk_angle) = (X + (5 ms on universal_time))\}. Please note that the Unit should be ms and the TimeBase should be universal_time for X.
- Arithmetic operators cannot have right/left operands which are SymbolicTimingExpressions containing any relation operator. For instance, the following symbolic timing expression is not a valid timing expression: \{(( X < (5 ms on universal_time)) + Y)\}. Please note that the TimeBaseRelation is an equality for two different time bases written as timing expressions. It is different than the relation operator Assignment. Since we have only free variables and constants, the Assignment operator can be used only once for a variable in the left operand. The variable becomes a constant.

**User view**

Listing 3 extends the timing specification ts1 with examples of timing expressions.
Listing 3. Example Timing Specification with Timing Expressions

In Listing 3, we skip the dimension, timebase and timebase relation declarations already given in Listing 1 and Listing 2. Variables, constants and values given in Listing 3 conform to the ones expressed for time budgeting in Figure 2.

The var keyword is used for defining both free variables and constants. speed, FLWSacq, BPacq and Brake are defined as constants in lines 4, 27, 28 and 29. Frees variables are useful for characterizing parameters or variant in timing expression or when referring to already existing timing expression. Line 4 gives an example of the constant speed declared and accessed in the time base relation tbr4. The timebase relation tbr4 is formed of one value timing expression (left hand side) and one variable timing expression (right hand side) (see lines 3-5). The value is given to the speed in line 7. The assignment of the value is a Symbolic Timing Expression (STE).

STE allows the assignment of intervals to variables. The variable XVL comes from the timing constraint TC1 in Section II. XVL is defined in line 9 with a value interval which comprises between 180 and 200 ms on universal time. Please note that different time bases can be used in upper and lower bounds of the value interval. In this case, the timebase relations are used to calculate the time interval for a single time base. FLWSacq, BPacq and Brake used for allocation of functions to ECUs are expressed as constants in Listing 3. The scope of all free variables and constants is the ts1 timing specification.

Timing expressions can be used at different levels of abstraction in a design. In the next section we show how we can integrate timing expressions in TADL2 with EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR.

D. Integration of TADL2 with EAST-ADL/AUTOSAR Metamodel view

In a EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR design, the event concept is the link between the timing constraints and the structural part of the system modeled. Figure 8 shows the representation of Event and EventChain in EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR.

Figure 8. Events for EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR

The Event stands for all forms of the identifiable state changes that are possible to constrain with respect to timing. The EventChain is a container for a pair of events that must be causally related. The EASTADLEvent is an extension of the Event and it embodies an event of the form defined by EAST-ADL (see also the AUTOSAREvent in Figure 8 for AUTOSAR). There is another extension of the Event named ExternalEvent for some particular form of state change in the external physical world. TADL2 provides timing expressions used by timing constraints. Figure 9 illustrates the integration of the TADL2 metamodel with the EAST-ADL metamodel for one of the EAST-ADL timing constraints.

Figure 9. Integration of TADL2 with EAST-ADL
In Figure 9, we show how the EASTADLEvent is linked to the TimingExpression with the SynchronizationConstraint which describes how tightly the occurrences of a group of events follow each other. For AUTOSAR integration, the EASTADLEvent in Figure 9 is replaced with the AUTOSAREvent.

User view

Listing 4 gives an example synchronization constraint in EAST-ADL with textual concrete syntax (see the timing constraint TC.3 in Section II).

Listing 4. Example Synchronization Constraint in EAST-ADL

```
V. MODELING ENVIRONMENT FOR TADL2

We have a TADL2 editor that supports textual concrete syntax. The TADL2 metamodel is implemented with ecore [27] in Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The textual concrete syntax for TADL2 is generated by using Xtext [28] which is a framework/tool for development of external textual domain specific languages.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents new features of the Time Augmented Description Language for the modeling of multiple temporal referential (TimeBase) in automotive design (clock from different ECU, motor position, etc.). The relation between these timebases and the possibility to have a suitable set of arithmetic operators mixing symbolic identifiers and referring to different timebases are also parts of the extension. The new concepts of TimeBase, TimeBase Relation, Timing expressions and their associated semantics are presented and illustrated in a BBW example. An alignment of TADL2 and AUTOSAR/EAST-ADL2 metamodels is proposed in order to benefit from these extensions in AUTOSAR and EAST-ADL2.

TADL2 supports a high level modeling of timing aspects of a system and a refinement of timing constraints through multiple levels of design. We progress henceforth on the way of analyzing timing constraints by using model transformation techniques to go towards simulation and analysis tools. One potential candidate for simulation is the Timesquare environment [29] and the associated language CCSL [24] which allow multi clocks system specification. In a second step and for a formal analysis of TADL specifications, a synchronous language environment such as SCADE [30] could be envisaged.
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